Abstract
Introduction
Distributed Resource Allocation Schemes are becoming popular in Cellular Systems keeping in view that the cellular systems of the future are going to have more of micro cells and pic0 cells. Cellular Systems with Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) have been studied for blocking probability performances with Erlang B approximations in each cell by Cimini et.al[ I] . In that, they had analyzed DCA systems with Centralized and Distributed Channel Allocation and had shown that Distributed Channel Allocation improves the system performance by one order of magnitude. We had devised an anlytical tool in [2] to compare centralized and distributed schemes for linear highway systems without Rayleigh Fading and Shadowing to show that distributed channel allocation schemes indeed perform better than the centralized schemes. We now analyze linear highway systems and circular cellular systems with powerloss due to distance attenuation and log normal shadowing. We propose a two dimensional Markov chain for each cell with 9 states and solve this chain ili times for A' cells and once if all cells have uniform traffic. If we consider a Cellular Network along a busy street, then the base stations of this network are collinear and such a system is called a Lineas Highwa-v Svstem. By extending the geometry to consider positions of individual mobiles on a two dimensional circular plane we have a Ciscular Cellulas System. We compute the blocking probability in such systems.
Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 3, we define the actual objective of our problem and the parameters to be computed. Section 4 gives the mathematical model for our problem and section 5 deals with the analysis of our model to obtain expressions and values for blocking and outage probabilities. In section 6, we compare the results obtained by our analytical model against computer simulations and finally, in section 7, we give our conclusions and scope for further work in this problem.
Problem Definition
A typical Highway Cellular System is as shown in figure   1 . al , a2! . . . , a,v-denote the positions of the base-stations in the highway of length d. A typical Circular Cellular System is shown in figure 2. The problem is to device an analytical model for computing the blocking probability in the system Distributed Dynamic Channel Allocation. We The $ at every channel measured by the mobiles and the base-station at every channel is compared with a threshold t and a new call is alloted one of the channels that has 5 < E . We call those channels which have 4 < E as available channels or ,ft.asihle channels. We allot any one of the available channels at random. The difference between centralized and distributed schemes and the different possible channel allocation schemes are mentioned in [2].
* -Here interference level means the 4 level. Henceforth, throughout the paper, the t e r m "interference lever' and ''5 level" will be used interchangeably unless specfied otherwise.
Mathematical Model

Given parameters
The parameters that are known are, the number of cells N 0-7803-0728-6101 /$I 0.00 'a2001 IEEE 1058 and the number of channels n. For the highway system we know the length of the highway d. Similarly, for the Circular System, we know the cell radius R.
Assumptions made in our analysis.
All cells are assumed to be of equal length $ in the highway system and of equal radius R in the circular system, with the base-stations situated at the centers of each cell.
The positions of a call in any cell is uniformly distributed over the length of the cell for the highway system and over the area of the cell for the circular system. 0 The call arrival process in any cell is a Poisson process with rate X .
The call holding time in any cell is Exponentially distributed with mean k.
The signal undergoes Distance Attenuation and Log Normal Fading. The RF signal that propagates in the air interface undergoes a short term Rayleigh fading R I , long term Log normal fading G and attenuation due to the distance between the mobile and the base-station. Hence if unit power transmitted by the mobile (base-station) which is at a distance do from the base-station (mobile) the power received by the base-station (mobile) P, is given by P, = 4 R ; G 2 d i 4 . where q5 is a proportionality constant. We average out the Rayleigh Fading Compoenent in our analysis making the average value of R,; unity.
Analysis
In our analysis, since we are looking at the ratio of the interference power to signal power, we need to only consider the ratio of the distances of the mobiles from the basestations and vice-versa.
Linear Highway System
Let xi be the random variable that denotes the position of the mobile in cell i . Hence, if only the mobiles in the immediate neighboring cells cause signi ficant interference. 
Circular Cellular System
The analysis for computing p.$resh(~, e ) for any cell i in a circular cellular system is simlar to that of the Linear Highway System except that the expression for $ at cell i , 
Computing Blocking Probability
For the distributed channel Channel Allocation scheme, we model the state of each cell as a 2-dimensional CTMC.
Each state (m, k ) in the CTMC denotes m channels in use in a cell and k channels being unusable due to violation of the interference constraint. The CTMC with its transition rates is shown in figure 3 . The CTMC in figure 3 cannot be solved analytically. Hence we modify it to take the form as shown in figure 4 . This is because, if the 4 on a particular channel is close to threshold, then, the probability of another call getting this same channel in the neighboring cell is low. For the CTMC shown in figure 4 , the expression for the probability of occupying a given state n(m, k ) at steady state is given by [4] For computing <, we model the process where a channel is usable or not usable as a CTMC as shown in figure 5.
We define 6 as the probability that a channel k is usable in cell i. This is identical for all channels in all cells due to the frequency non-selective propagation characteristics and random channel allocation. If only the two immediate neighbors cause significant interference, and the probability of using a channel in a cell be p , then, 6 is given by, We then compute < as, The probability that a channel is being used in a cell, p is given by
We compute the blocking probability Ps as m+k=n In equation 9, A = 2 for the linear system and 6 for the circular system. Note that the CTMC structure is same for both the Linear Highway System and the Circular System, and what varies is the computation of Pthresh. The maximum value of A is 2 for the Linear System and 6 for the Circular System as we are considering interference only from the immediate neighbors to a cell. This is also the expression for Intra Cell Handoff Blocking Probability, since we do not reserve any channels for handoffs.
We have analyzed the distributed channel allocation scheme for the linear highway system and circular cellular system and compared them with simulations too. We have Figures 6 and 8 show that our analysis matches simulation results well hence validating our CTMC model for the linear and circular systems with shadowing. Our method of analysis has already been validated for systems without shadowing and compared with other methods [2] . It was mentioned at the end of section 5.3 that since we do not reserve any channels for handed off calls, the blocking probability we obtain is also the same as the handoff blocking probability. This claim is validated by comparision with simulations in figures 7 and 9. We also note that our model in sections 5.1 and 5.2 that only immediate neighbours cause significant interference is validated by the plots in figures 6 . . . 9. Figures 6 . . 9 also suggest that both for the Linear Highway System and the Circular Cellular System with one significant interfering neighbor, our analysis over estimates the blocking probability computed by simulations. ear and circular systems, we note that Pthresh and hence the blocking probability is a function of N and d for the linear system. However, for a fixed i.e., for a fixed cell length, the system performance remains same for any number of cells. This is not obvious from the expression for Pthresh for the circular systems, but there too, if we constrain the area of the entire region i bounded by all the cells to a fixed constant A, then, a similar argument like that for the linear highway system holds. Thus, the analysis could be done for fewer cells for the same cell length or cell radius.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have discussed the analysis of a Linear Highway System and Circular Cellular Systems. We have devised a tool for computing the blocking probability for these two systems with distributed allocation scheme. We propose to optimize the number of cells for a specified blocking performance since we have discussed that the blocking probability is a function of the cell dimensions. We propose to extend our analysis to devise Admission Control Strategies in CDMA and 3G systems.
